
Welcome June! With the anticipation of summer warmth and outdoor events, we can easily reflect and

align our efforts on the peace action, “PROTECT the environment”. 

Sharing the Earth with each and every living being brings individual responsibility to do our best.  Click

HERE to learn more about this specific peace action including a call to action at the end of the short

video to share what you are doing to make a difference.

 

Here are a few inspirations from around the world:

Bahrain
"As a peace ambassador I believe that social sustainability and inclusion should be my primary goals. Creating equal

opportunities for all regardless of caste, creed, color or gender  is what I consider the most important objective. A

consciousness on the importance of environmental protection can be easily possible when people can meet necessities of

life. When the basic needs are taken care of and they see a future ahead, people would think of a better life and world for

themselves and the future generations which will lead to less atrocities and oppressions which will ultimately create a

peaceful world free of calamities where only love and peace coexist."    - Saifil

Thailand
"Embrace individuals' understanding and importance of peace; how to create peace on one's own; and how to assist others

in creating the peace that is often taken for granted but is essential to a society's and an individual's well-being. The main

https://worldcitizenpeace.org/peace_education/learn_about_peace_actions/


components of peace are respect and acceptance, which are the keys to creating a harmonious society that allows each of

us, who are all unique, to coexist peacefully. The environment and surroundings must also be protected, as even if one is

peaceful but the surroundings are not supportive, the peace will not be sustained."   - Siriyakorn

Ethiopia
"My personal goal is to become an ambassador for peace and harmony in my community and beyond. I will work to develop

and promote peaceful resolutions to conflicts and fuel sustainable collaborations between cultural and religious groups. I

will actively cultivate meaningful dialogue among diverse stakeholders and foster respect, understanding, and openness

between different cultures and religions. I will seek to promote peaceful and collaborative approaches to settling disputes

and strive to create an environment that values and honors people from all backgrounds. Finally, I will reach out to a wide

range of more than faith-based, civic, and political organizations to ensure that my message of peace and collaboration is

carried out on the ground."   – Ahmed

United States
"My goal is to spread peace in my heart, my family, my community and the world!"   

– Basheer 
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“This book tells my father’s story through the eyes of the children he helped to save from the Holocaust. It is a reminder of

the huge difference any one of us can make in the lives of others. Our world depends on it. It is down to people like him,

people like us, to make the change we want to see.” (Nick Winton, son of Sir Nicholas Winton)

Which Peace Actions do your goals reflect?
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